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1. INTRODUCTION
   Its an honour for us to submit this report for the IPPNW BOARD MEETING at London. Its a brief report on students activity for fourteen months since Astana congress. This report was submitted by national students representative and project coordinators. Though many affiliates students are active, we were only able to include those who send us their report. Few informations are also taken from affiliates Facebook page.

2. STUDENT WEBSITE
   At the very last moment, we again renewed our one year subscription with Go daddy because of our limited technological knowledge and lack of preparation for new server. To repel it happening again, we have made team of students- Fredrick Holz, Katharina Krammer, Carlotta Conrad, Bimal Khadka, Jonathan Lauryn and Aino Weyers to resolve this issue and shift it to new and friendly server. We are in phase of redesigning, data collection and some lessons on tutorial on how to run website and wordpress.

   A plan that got more concrete during the European meeting in Belgrad, but had been discussed with several IPPNW members already in Astana is the international networking of student groups through creating a visual online worldmap showing where who of IPPNW is to contact and which activities are happening. This could be combined with a wiki to share material easily in the future. Right now Goran, the serbian student representative, Kilian Runte, european student representative, Jonathan , european student representative and Aino Ritva Weyers, Bimal khadka are updating contacts and asking about the status of students (most contacts on the ippnw international student site( http://ippnw-students.org/governing-body/) are outdated) Here is our pad: https://piratenpad.de/p/Ippnwstudentrepresentatives

3. STUDENT CONFERENCE/MEETING REPORT IN BRIEF
   • European IPPNW students conference was held in Berlin May 8-10th,
   • European meeting IPPNW in Belgrade September 2015.
   • K-project Africa, where brave IPPNW students conquered symbolic African highest mountain KILIMANJARO and raised IPPNW flag @ 5895m.

   Upcoming events- NWIP in Dhaka on 7-9th of December.
   • North Asian Meeting in Japan January / February 2016
   • 1st Asian doctors/ Youth conference in India on March 2016
4. STUDENTS PROJECT

- **Brain Drain**: inactive/ silent project at the moment.
- **E pulse**: Aftergap of 4 years, finally new issue of E-pulse is planned to be released in 2016 as we have collected ample of reports with pictures and items and still we are working on it. we planned to keep it more updated, interviews, social media items in it.
- **ISCASA** - International Student Coalition against Small Arms - NO REPORT.
- **Med Ex** - Medical Exchange - NO REPORT

we are working and planning to revive this project more efficiently and make it truly global exchange program which will bring attraction among IPPNW students.

- **NWIP** - Nuclear Weapons Inheritance Project - upcoming event in Dhaka, on NOVEMBER 7-9 collaboration with PSR Bangladesh. Students and doctors from Nepal, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka will be participating with theme: "PEACE, DEVELOPMENT and HEALTH".
- **One Bullet Stories** - NO REPORT
- **Pen Pals for Peace** - NO REPORT
- **Re Cap** - Annual IPPNW Students Movement Report - Founded in 2003, ReCap (the Refugee Camp Project) is a student-led collaboration between Palestinian and international medical students, which aims to promote learning about conflict, healthcare, and life in Palestinian refugee camps. Each August, a group of international medical students have the unique opportunity to visit the West Bank as guests of IFMSA Palestine.

  In August 2014, a smaller group of international students than usual participated in ReCap, as the Gaza war was on-going. Inspired by their experiences in the West Bank, these participants worked throughout the year to develop and improve organisation, including the internal feedback and handover processes. With 90 applications from around the world, spanning from Singapore to the USA, selection of new participants was a significant undertaking! Such enthusiasm for the project was encouraging, and given the high standard of applications selecting just twelve was a challenge. The 3rd of August 2015 saw medical students from seven countries converging on the Old City of Jerusalem. Whilst eager to embrace the adventure and experience as much as possible, there was some apprehension. Many of us worried the conflict was so complicated, we might be out of our depth. The first phase of the project addressed these fears, as we spent a week based in Jerusalem Al-Quds University learning about the historical context of the occupation, about Palestinian culture, and some basic Arabic. Briefings from the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) and several NGOs gave us a variety of perspectives, and a starting point for organising our thoughts about all we were to see and hear through the course of the month.

  The second phase of the project brought us to Bethlehem, where our time was split between hospital clinics in the mornings, and organising activities for children at a refugee camp in the afternoons. We visited several different hospitals and clinics, always receiving a warm welcome from local staff, and gaining insights into the practice of medicine in Palestine, and challenges faced.

ReCap 2015 was an incredible experience for all the participants. Hearing first-hand accounts of the everyday realities of living under occupation was challenging, and the international participants have returned to our home countries with a real sense of connection to the Palestinian cause, and a desire to share our experiences of life in the West Bank, and advocate for the protection of human rights. Our response to this experience is shaped not only by suffering and injustice, but by the beauty and generosity we experienced. Having made friends with our Palestinian hosts, spent many hours smoking shisha together, and drinking more cups of Arabic coffee than we can count, we feel a real connection to the West Bank. All now back to their home countries and back to medical school, this year’s twelve participants have begun planning for August 2016, eager to see to on-going success and improvement of ReCap, as well as seeking opportunities to share our experiences within our own countries.
5. REGIONAL & STUDENTS CHAPTER REPORT

AFRICAN REGION

Introduction
As a student movement in Africa, I can say we are somewhere but we are yet to reach our destination. I still hope that one day we shall have a solid movement, a family with constant communication to share project ideas and progress, have exchange programs between us, organize and hold African meetings to discuss issues that affect our region and come up with solutions together. At the moment, we are still in the process of expanding the student movement. My goal is just to find a few students from each country who are interested and committed. The rest will find us on the way.

So far the countries with active Ippnw Student chapters are:
- Kenya- Medical Students for Social Responsibility
- Nigeria**
- South Africa**
- Tanzania- PSR in Bugando
- Zambia- Student movement in the University of Zambia

Efforts were underway to bring Ugandan students on board but unfortunately our contact students backed off, taking us back to zero.

Country by Country Report

KENYA
- The student chapter in Kenya that was started around September 2013 at the University of Nairobi by a group of 7 students now has more than 100 students, many of who are active members.
- The movement has spread to include all the medical schools in the country notably University of Nairobi, Kenyatta, Egerton, Moi and Maseno universities.
- Students across the 5 universities work together as a country movement. Recently, in February 2015, the students in Moi and Maseno universities came together and had a 2 day Medical Peace work skills training workshop where 21 students were trained.
- The IPPNW Kenya student movement is lucky to have constant mentorship and support from the IPPNW Kenya doctors.

Achievements so far:
- Getting an active national student team with national student leaders from the 5 universities
- Training more students in Medical Peace Work
- Projects-Usafi Project Fame (an online campaign to sensitize people against littering), FGM to zero( has been the voice of IPPNW Kenya in FGM forums and discussions with other NGOs sharing the same mission),Anti-suicide campaigns in primary schools, Open access, Radio show program
- Setting up the IPPNW Africa Website

NIGERIA
- We need to put more effort to involve the Nigerian students.
- Efforts still underway to get information on the student movement in Nigeria.
- It would help to have one or two contact students.

Challenge: communication
SOUTH AFRICA
- A student movement was being set up in South Africa.
- The format that was used to recruit more students in Kenya was shared to help establish a student chapter in South Africa.

Challenge: Poor communication hence no feedback so far from this country

TANZANIA
- 4 Tanzanian students attended the Medical Peace Work skills training workshop in Nairobi in April 2014 after which they went back home to form the TanzanianIPPnw movement and student chapter (PSR)
- Currently, PSR has 30 members who will carry on as PSR doctors when they graduate from medical school.
- The students have been active in organizing the current K-project for peace campaign, partnering with TAMSA students in events such as the blood donation day, participating in global waves.
- They also organized a one day MPW workshop on April 28th 2015 where they introduced other medical students to the MPW online courses

ZAMBIA
- There is an upcoming student chapter at the University of Zambia, led by the students who went through the MPW skills training workshop in Nairobi 2014 (3 Zambian students were trained).
- Currently, the student chapter has about 20 active members.
- Plans to register the group will begin at their next academic year (September 2015).

Achievements so far:
- Getting more students to join the movement
- Organizing a Medical Peace Work Skills Training Workshop in January 2015
- Participating in open air clinics where they educate people on the importance of peace.

Future plans:
- Involving more students and corporate organizations in the projects they come up with
- Holding a mountain bike challenge to Victoria falls
- Organizing student elective programs to the various refugee camps in the country

Main challenges: The student chapter in Zambia is not getting adequate mentorship from the IPPNW doctors in Zambia.

Next Targets/ countries to try penetrate in the next few months
- Uganda
- Burundi
- See to it that the voice of South Africa and Nigeria are heard- Enhance communication between the national bodies in these counties and the African regional body

Intended Plans to strengthen the Student movement in Africa

The Medical Peace Work Africa Project
MPW-Workshop has proved to be a brilliant way of introducing the complex subject of medical peace work to medical students and to uniting medical students all over Africa. This idea was conceived and implemented by IPPNW-Kenya medical students with a lot of success. We would like to continue running the same project every year as a way to unite IPPNW students in Africa and reach out to more medical students through the FAMSA and IFAMSA networks. The 1st MPW Workshop held in Nairobi saw the student’s
chapter grow from a number of 12 to a number of 58!, evidence that it’s not only a good way to introduce medical peace work to medical students in Africa but also a good way to introduce IPPNW to medical students participating in the workshop.

Organizing An Annual Global Health Meeting In Africa
This is a concept borrowed from the Global Health Summer School organized by IPPNW Germany and recently run MPW-Africa workshop (evidence that’s its possible to bring together medical students from different parts of Africa to participate in a meeting). We hope to do this in partnership with other organizations every year. Students all over Africa can meet for a one week course in issues dealing with health and development in Africa.

Establishing Partnerships between IPPNW and Other Medical Student Associations in Africa
Such organizations include the International Federation of Medical Students Associations (IFMSA), Medical Students Association of Kenya (MSAKE), Tanzania Medical Students Association (TAMSA), and Nigerian Medical Students Association (NIMSA) among others.

Annual IPPNW Meetings
These would include:
- A National Students Congress in individual countries
- An African Regional Congress

During these congresses, students would come together to share their experiences and achievements in the various IPPNW projects during the previous year, present proposals for the coming year, and generally socialize and strengthen the bonds among them. As a way of motivation, outstanding projects could also be acknowledged. Elections for student leadership positions could also take place during these congresses.

5.) Team Work
All countries that are on board so far can work together to expand the movement. Each country can choose just one neighboring country to recruit and mentor

Main challenges and suggestions to overcome them
- Communication- make use of social media and emails
- Mentorship from doctors- Have more IPPNW doctors involved in the regional student movement.

EUROPEAN REGION
Events in Europe:
- Nobel Peace Prize Laureates Summit in Rome, December 2014
- European Student Conference "No weapons, no cry?! Impacts of arms on health, politics and society" 8th till 10th May, 2015 (participants from Finland, Macedonia, Norway, Slovakia, Slovenia and Germany)
- European Meeting IPPNW in Belgrad 11th till 13th of September, 2015

- >> General goals:
Having more students from different countries all over Europe participating at these european events. Often there is a group of german students joining the conference, while there is nobody attending from many many countries.

The european student network has to be improved and strengthenend. Most contacts from the IPPNW international students website are outdated. Which makes it difficult to have a regular update from the different countries lacking a good communication network which should a be an important goal to work for.

AUSTRIA - waiting for reply / no report
BELGIUM - waiting for reply / no report
**BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA** - waiting for reply / no report

**DENMARK** - waiting for reply / no report

**ESTONIA** - waiting for reply / no report (mail undelivered, return to sender, after trying to contact melq@med.ut.ee)

**FRANCE** - waiting for reply / no report

**FINLAND**

Antti Junkari (European Student Representative 2013-2015) and active member of PSR Finland, wrote about activities in Finland: "PSR Finland doesn't have separate organization for the students, but they are included the day-to-day activities of the organization. The peace group of PSR-Finland is small (6-10 members) but very active (monthly meetings, work between meetings); since the meeting in Astana, PSR-Finland founding members of ICAN-Finland (facebook.com/icanfinland) together with other Finnish peace organizations. Together we made also info-flier about the humanitarian impact of nuclear weapons. There have been international conferences where students and doctors of PSR Finland have been participating. On international level, development cooperation project with SNDWM, IPPNW and PSR Finland is in stagnation, as the government of Finland has cut down most of the money directed to development cooperation/foreign aid."

**GERMANY**

Germany has a big network of active student groups all over the country which have been participating in many conferences and activities since the World congress in Kazakhstan, as well as each group of students in the different cities having an own focus which is refugee work in many cases, also divestment away from investments into (nuclear)weapons or ICAN.

Once in a year the national student meeting is taking place which was in November 2014 in Würzburg with the title "Zugang zu Gesundheit" meaning "Access to healthcare". At the meeting over 150 german medical students came together to learn and discuss during workshops and lectures, have deep exchange on their work and inspirations. The next national student meeting will take place 6th till 8th of November 2015 in Regensburg.

In December 2014 students from different cities in Germany participated at the Nobel Peace Prize Laureates Summit in Rome "Peace. Living it!"

In April 2015 all members (including students) of IPPNW where invited to come to the yearly memhermeeting, which this year took place in Berlin bringing young and old members together.

Other activities to be mentioned were the European Student Conference which was organized by the IPPNW student group in Berlin where participants from Finland, Macedonia, Norway, Slovakia, Slovenia and Germany came together on an intense weekend.

An action done by many student groups also together with some local doctors from IPPNW was an 70.000 candles action remembering Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 2015.

The exchange program "famulieren&engagieren" gave many students again the opportunity to learn about history, politics and of course medicine and health care system in many different countries. Those who went to Macedonia, Serbia, Kosovo and Bosnia also joined the European meeting in Belgrad.

At the same time the Global Health Summer School took place in Berlin having participants from all over the world meeting and exchanging ideas.
The actual national student representative Vincent Gärtner and Frederik Holz started to get students together from different student groups to have an exchange on what is ongoing countywide. Discussing upcoming issues and events there and sharing ideas on activities.

As well a pad has been implemented where to share resources and lists on interesting books and films which could serve as material for the students.

GREECE - waiting for reply / no report  
ITALY - waiting for reply / no report  
KOSOVO - no student contact  
NETHERLANDS - waiting for reply / no report

NORWAY
Odd Einar Erland, national student representative in Norway said about their activities:
"We have seen a decline in the number of members in the last years and most of our activity has been in the area of recruitment. I and four new members participated at the IPPNW Students Europe meeting in Berlin this spring. We have also worked to improve our cooperation with the IPPNW physicians chapter in Norway.

We have not had the capacity to arrange many events on our own, but we've cooperated with the members of the Norwegian Peace Council (http://norgesfredsrad.no/en/members/) and the youth organisation of Norwegian People's Aid (http://www.npaid.org/). Together, we've arranged some weekend seminars on nuclear weapons, disarmament, weapons trade, children in war etc. with guests such as Setsuko Thurlow among others."

PORTUGAL - waiting for reply / no report  
POLAND - waiting for reply / no report  
ROMANIA - waiting for reply / no report

SERBIA
The national student representative Goran had been helping in organizing the European IPPNW Meeting. The national student chapter seems to be quite active, though at the meeting itself most student couldn't join due to exams.

SWEDEN - David Victorin took over after Erik Wareborn to be Student Representative of Sweden - No reply / no report

SWITZERLAND - No report, no information on who is student representative (former Roman Sandoz is not anymore )

TURKEY - waiting for reply / no report  
UNITED KINGDOM - no student contact

LATIN AMERICAN REGION

EL SALVADOR
March 13th 2014 IPPNW - EL SALVADOR presented a lecture entitled: "Contributions to the Health Social Prevention of Violence" during the meeting of the Comprehensive and Integrated Health System Network, (CIHSN) of the metropolitan region of San Salvador, with the assistance of health professionals representing the chiefs of different hospitals, Health Units at all levels that make the Network
The conference contained:
Health historical Contributions to Violence Prevention.
   I. The experience of IPPNW: the threat of Global Nuclear War.  
   II. Prevention Solution to Nuclear Pandemic: Nobel Peace Prize Global and Regional Contributions to HEALTH Violence Prevention
III. The global arms race: Impact on Health

IV. Social Violence in the Latin American region: The firearms HEALTH Local Contributions to Violence Prevention

V. Impact of Violence on Social Health of El Salvador.

Finally attendees were agreed to make a short-term "Health Forum: for Peaceful Coexistence" that will have to define interventions from the health sector to contribute to intersectoral action for the prevention of social violence.

*May 30th Meeting presentation of the proposed work of the IPPNW-EL Salvador to Intersectoral Citizen Coexistence Groups in CUSCANTANCINGO, SAN SALVADOR.*

The Intersectoral Citizens Coexistence Groups of CUSCANTANCINGO consist of representatives of various social organizations of this municipality near to San Salvador. On May 30th 2014, IPPNW El Salvador presented the proposal to make participatory actions for the prevention of social violence. Specifically, the work consists to enable young people on a methodology for solving problems of violence that affect their community.

It hopes to build a model of intervention from health.

*June 19th 2014 Doctors are trained as facilitators SOLPROMESA*

FIFTEEN young doctors, members of IPPNW-EL SALVADOR, who are doing social service in the communities of the metropolitan area of San Salvador, they received a workshop for facilitators SOLPROMESA method, an instrument that ensures the active participation of young people from marginalized communities in the shared solution their health problems. This is part of the construction of a proposed intervention on the issue of social violence in the health sector.

*November 2014 Violence Prevention and Convivence Forum*

IPPNW El Salvador presented a Forum about Violence prevention and convivence during the XIII Social Medicine Latin American Congress in San Salvador, El Salvador. Dr. Ignacio Paniagua, Dr. Antonio Hernández among other professionals discussed about changing the approach of violence in El Salvador into a prevention approach.

*March 2015 Violence Prevention Lecture*

Dr. Ignacio Paniagua gave a lecture about violence prevention and IPPNW principles to doctors and nurses from several hospitals and clinics.

*June 2015 Violence and Mental Health Lecture*

Dr. Werner Hernández gave a lecture about violence and Mental Health to doctors and nurses from several hospitals and clinics.

**COSTA RICA**

For the RevCon, with the organization BANg (with Christian Ciobanu and Anna Ikeda) we did a documentary about what has been happening in recent years and how youth is important in these processes. An editor friend and I got to put everything together. They sent material from 19 different countries across 5 continents and it was shown in a side event at the UN and on a screen during the first week of the RevCon. Also, with the same material, we made a motivational video that IPPNW Germany used at a conference in Berlin. It was also recently shown in Japan in the Youth Summit, in which I participated. You can see it here: [facebook.com/banallnukes](http://facebook.com/banallnukes)

There was also a campaign called Global Wave where you had to film ourselves saying goodbye to nuclear weapons and members of IPPNW Costa Rica participated in making a video in this aspect. You can see the video in our ippnw cr facebook.

Also, through the ICAN campaign, we sent tweets to our government to remind them to stand firm in pressing for a ban on nuclear weapons at the UNGA.

Another way to help is support by signing the Commitment of Youth, now made in Japan at the Youth Summit: [http://internationalyouthsummit.org/pledge/](http://internationalyouthsummit.org/pledge/)

He also published an own commitment as in this example: # hiroshimays2015 [https://twitter.com/SMahmoodKazmi/status/637486446304038912](https://twitter.com/SMahmoodKazmi/status/637486446304038912) and putting #hiroshimayouthpledge

**MIDDLE EAST ASIA REGION** - no report

**NORTH AMERICAN REGION**

**CANADA**

Students participated in URANIUM QUEBEC SYMPOSIUM upcoming mega event- Pegasus conference next May 2016 in Toronto where students are likely to participate.

**UNITED STATES OF AMERICA**

In USA Student PSR has 24 chapters that are active and another 13 that are in the process of being revitalized.

- September 2015 Student PSR National Leadership Conference held in Washington, DC. Students from across the country gathered in the nation’s capitol to build advocacy skills, learn more about environmental health issues, and educate legislators from their respective state.
- Mississippi chapter of Student PSR met the governor to stop an anti-vaccine bill. They testified as student health professionals and were part of the larger team to stop the bill from becoming law.
- Origami peace cranes event around Hiroshima and Nagasaki Day by FLORIDA PSR.
- Missouri chapter of Student PSR where held a Letters and Latte event to encourage people to write a letter to their representative about an environmental health related issue.
- Nukebusters short film making competition was held.

**NORTH ASIA REGION**

**JAPAN**

International Youth summit for Nuclear Abolition was conducted in Hiroshima on 70 years occasion of atomic bombing of Japan. A youth pledge of Nuclear Abolition was declared and petition is going on. Upcoming event- North asia regional meeting in Japn on february 2016 where overwhelming number of students will be participating.

Most of the affiliates students around the world also participated in #refusetobeenemies campaign to highlight the peaceful solution of ukraine, nato,russia conflict.

No other report was submitted by other Students Chapters as at the time we were putting together the entire project. We here by present this report to the Board members to update on how relevant the student movement has been to the IPPNW course for the last 14 months, (August 2014- October 2015)

**RUSSIA / CIS REGION** - no report
SOUTH ASIA REGION

BANGLADESH
A draft letter of highlighting the humanitarian consequences and demanding a south asia free of nuclear zone was submitted to foreign minister of Bangladesh during the SAARC meeting in kathmandu.

Upcoming megaevent- South asia regional meeting and NWIP project in Dhaka with the theme -"peace, development and health". Students from nepal, india, pakistan and srilanka have registered.

INDIA
Actively involed in collection of funds, medicines, tents and logistics throughout whole indian medical colleges and were handed to PSR NEPAL via Dr. Arun mitra.
Upcoming mega event- IDPD meeting and 1st asian doctors/youth conference in india in March 2016.

NEPAL
• Free community health camp and fistula and prolapse screening were done.
• On 70 years of atomic bombings of japan, candle vigil light was done.
• A draft letter of highlighting the humanitarian consequences and demanding a south asia free of nuclear zone was submitted to foreign minister of Nepal in his office, MOFA during the SAARC meeting in kathmandu.
• Actively involed in collection of funds, medicines, tents and logistics after math of Mega earthquake. Team of students and doctors were sent to epicentre Gorkha (16 hours of walking) and other devasted areas with coordination with local administration and ministry of health.
• Medicines, logistics received from IDPD via Dr. arun mita were given to Trauma centre located in kathmandu which was focal point of treatment during that catastrophe.
• Participated in ICAN Civil society forum in Austria.

PAKISTAN - no report.
SRI LANKA - no report.

SOUTHEAST ASIA REGION

AUSTRALIA - no report.
MALAYSIA - no report.

PHILIPPINES
From 2014 – 2015, Medical students for Social Responsibility – IPPNW (MSSR-IPPNW), the student arm of IPPNW in the Philippines based on the University of the Philippines Manila College of Medicine had different activities that aims to promote peace especially nuclear disarmament.

Tranquillis 2014: This is an online essay writing contest for public and private high school students in Metro Manila from August 2014-September 2015. The theme for 2014 was “Steps Toward Peace: Promoting Nuclear Disarmament in the Philippines and Southeast Asia”. The awarding ceremony was held last November 2014 together with talks and workshops for both the high school students and medical students. The workshop was focused on essay writing while the talks focused on the experiences of different peace and human right advocates of different Filipinos.

Bombs no More The organization introduced this IPPNW activity last March 2015 to the applicants of the organization in order to emphasize their roles on the promotion of nuclear disarmament. Each of the applicant sent an artwork and all of the artworks were exhibited inside the college.
Humanitarian Consequences of Nuclear Weapon Talk: In partnership with Medical Action Group, MSSR-IPPNW hosted a talk last April 2015 as a part of the program of Peace & Planet. The talk included discussion of the latest activities of the Medical Action Group in relation to Peace & Planet. Filipino music about peace, especially made during the Martial Law were also showcased during the talk.

Tranquills 2015 This year online essay writing contest is still ongoing. This year theme’s is “Modernization” Discovering the Meaning of Peace in Today’s World – Seventy Years After World War II”.

Peace Week Celebration For the first time, the organization celebrated the Peace week in the university from September 21-September 25 through an exhibit which includes symbols of peace and a freedom board. On September 21 – International Peace Day, medical students were asked “Why would peace start with you?” and their answers were posted in the exhibit. Peace week activities included the usual activity of “Bombs no More” for the organization’s Applicant. Finally on the last day of the exhibit, the members of the organization participated in the Unfold Zero’s social media activity

Thank You
Bimal & Aino CO- ISRS.